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Whether your business uses a single work truck or a whole fleet, it is crucial that you manage your
vehicles in the most economical way. With fuel prices and vehicle maintenance costs constantly
soaring, reducing these expenses for your work trucks can be a challenge.

Pickups, vans, and SUVs are usually the types of work trucks used by many businesses. The
average allotted expense for a single work truck can range from $1,500 to $2,000 a month,
depending on truck type. There are strategies to help you keep your work truck operating costs at a
manageable level. Maximizing fuel economy is one of them. Below are some suggestions on how to
maximize fuel economy.

Find Out How Your Work Trucks are Being Driven

Fuel consumption is generally the largest expense incurred by work trucks, thatâ€™s why reducing fuel
consumption should be considered part of a work truck ownerâ€™s main concerns. Recent surveys
show that light trucks average about $300 per month in fuel costs. Thatâ€™s $3,600 per year. Bigger
work truck types are sure to exceed these numbers, given that bigger weight spells bigger fuel
consumption.

How a vehicle is driven can make a sizeable reduction in your fuel costs. Inefficient driving practices
like sudden stops, engine idling and unnecessary gear shifting should be avoided. If youâ€™re not
delivering frozen items, tell your drivers to turn off the engine when they expect a long idling time. 
This will definitely save a lot of gas and reduce oil replacement expenses, too.

Educate Your Drivers

Major companies that own work truck fleets require their drivers to undergo training seminars in
maximizing fuel efficiency. In these seminars, drivers are taught proper driving and efficient vehicle
routes. Basic knowledge can go a long way. The vans Ontario businesses use, also require efficient
drivers.  Though smaller in size, these vans also consume much gas if not driven properly.   Van
drivers also need a similar training for them to learn efficient driving to save on fuel.

Limit Your Work Truck Operation to Business Purposes

Not allowing the personal use of your truck is a sound strategy to keep your fuel costs down. You
can do this by requiring your driver to return the vehicle to your office or carpool area at the end of
each work day so there will be no after-hours or weekend use. Some work trucks Ontario
companies use even have fuel cards that control a work truckâ€™s fuel consumption and number of fill-
ups per day. You can also use this fuel cards to keep your fuel costs down.

For additional ideas on how to minimize fuel consumption of work trucks Ontario businesses and
other companies use, visit  worktruckonline.com.
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Clorinda Disimone - About Author:
If you have questions, please visit us at www.HumberviewTrucks.com for complete details and
answers.
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